
     HappyDay CSA Newsletter  

                     CSA Share, Wednesday, July 11 

- Head Lettuce    -Summer Squash         -Onions    -Braising Mix 

- Peas             - Kale     - Garlic   - Carrot/Radish (a few) - Cabbage 

-Peppers :) 

      Sometimes it's a little hard to believe that we've already come back around to the 

beginning of the week, like “wait, where did this come from?”  The trick for me is to start the 

day very early, the earlier the better.  Otherwise, I find I'm far too scattered to accomplish most 

of the things I've set out for myself.  Homesteading is a big field of study, and there are always 

so many things to do, so many projects/dreams in the works.  It's good fun though, especially at 

this time of year when the whole garden is growing in leaps and bounds.  The difference 

between the raw earth of spring and the green reality of summer is truly a spiritually uplifting 

experience.  To behold vision realized is one of the greatest feelings for me, setting my brain 

awash in dopamine, serotonin and the other happy brain chemicals associated with reward.   

       The share this week is a tasty smorgasbord of spring and summer, as we see the beginning 

of the end for the peas, and we are running out of cabbage (not yet though).  The kale is going 

well, as we've planted it in shadier areas of the garden, and the lettuce is still coming along.  

There is the occasional bitter leaf, but it's good for digestion, and a slightly sweet salad dressing 

will modulate it dramatically.  There are some very sweet lovely carrots and spicy radishes for 

salad slicing or snacking (I have a hard time getting them to the salad bowl without eating them 

first).  The onions and garlic are staples we're always excited about.  Around here, most meals 

begin with garlic and onions. The squash is coming in strong, and we're stoked to give you 

several of them:)  They are awesome with eggs for breakfast or stirfry for lunch/dinner (with 

onions, garlic, basil, peas, braising mix), or sliced, marinated and grilled.  They saute 

deliciously, and are also top shape for kebobs.  The first baby peppers are a flavorful treat for 

dicing in with most meals.  Some of them have a mild spice to them, but for the most part they 

are simply sweet and delicious.  We're moving forward into hot crops with full steam ahead.  

This heat is sure doing the trick, finally what we've been waiting for!  The first watermelon is as 

big as a softball, and there are many more coming behind it.  Soon enough we'll be enjoying 

them for sure!:)  Big ups to all firefighters and personnel involved in the fire action, hopefully 

the weather cooperates and we can get out of smokeville. Great Success, Casey:) 

       Casey's Easy Recipe Action 
 

Early Summer Stirfry 
 

Peas (diced) 

Summer Squash (diced) 

Kale (chopped) 

Braising mix 

Onions/garlic (minced) 

Basil (chopped) 

Chicken, tofu, or choice of other mixins 



 

     Heat oil and saute onions and garlic for two-three minutes.  Add in chicken (if no meat, 

skip).  Saute approx. five min. with desired seasonings/sauces.  We use tamari, peanut sauce, or 

different types of curry.  Add peas, squash and kale.  Saute three minutes, then add basil.  

Saute two more minutes, enjoy over rice or noodles or just plain with seasonings n such :) 


